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Abstract: Photovoltaic (PV) systems are environmentally friendly, generate
green energy, and receive support from policies and organizations. However,
weather fluctuations make large-scale PV power integration and management
challenging despite the economic benefits. Existing PV forecasting tech-
niques (sequential and convolutional neural networks (CNN)) are sensitive to
environmental conditions, reducing energy distribution system performance.
To handle these issues, this article proposes an efficient, weather-resilient
convolutional-transformer-based network (CT-NET) for accurate and effi-
cient PV power forecasting. The network consists of three main modules.
First, the acquired PV generation data are forwarded to the pre-processing
module for data refinement. Next, to carry out data encoding, a CNN-
based multi-head attention (MHA) module is developed in which a single
MHA is used to decode the encoded data. The encoder module is mainly
composed of 1D convolutional and MHA layers, which extract local as well
as contextual features, while the decoder part includes MHA and feedforward
layers to generate the final prediction. Finally, the performance of the pro-
posed network is evaluated using standard error metrics, including the mean
squared error (MSE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE). An ablation study and comparative analysis with
several competitive state-of-the-art approaches revealed a lower error rate in
terms of MSE (0.0471), RMSE (0.2167), and MAPE (0.6135) over publicly
available benchmark data. In addition, it is demonstrated that our proposed
model is less complex, with the lowest number of parameters (0.0135 M),
size (0.106 MB), and inference time (2 ms/step), suggesting that it is easy to
integrate into the smart grid.
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1 Introduction

Integrated renewable energy sources such as wind and solar have played a significant role in the
production of green and unpolluted energy around the world [1]. Solar energy is easily accessible and
provides energy without burning increasingly scarce and toxic fossil fuels [2]. Several laws have been
proposed to improve the power generation rate of PV panels to meet the demand from consumers and
establish an efficient management system [3]. However, their strong reliance on weather conditions
makes it hard to smoothly transmit PV power (PVP) in smart grids. The impact of uncertain weather
due to climatic changes on the generation of solar power significantly reduces their reliability and
economic profits [4]. Therefore, strategies to mitigate the impact of weather uncertainties are crucial
for ensuring the continued effectiveness and economic viability of solar power.

Recently, automatic power forecasting methods have emerged as tools to solve the problem
of power management, to mitigate the fluctuating effect of PVP on the entire power system [5].
Furthermore, smart meters and weather prediction devices are now commonly utilized and are playing
a significant role in data recording and the development of more trustworthy power forecasting
methods. All acronyms used throughout this study defined in the Table 1.

Table 1: Nomenclature

Pr Pearson correlation MSE Mean square error

τ r Kendall’s tau coefficient MAE Mean absolute error

CK Concordant ranks MBE Mean bias error

DK Disconcordant ranks RMSE Root mean square error

St Standardized attribute MAPE Mean absolute percentage error

t Attribute CNN Convolutional neural network

m Mean MHA Multi-headed attention

σ Standard deviation PV Photovoltaic

Q Query PVP Photovoltaic power

K Key DL Deep learning

V Value ML Machine learning

� Weight RNN Recurrent neural network

Mi Average of an attribute GRU Gated recurrent neural network

Vr Variance of an attribute LSTM Long short-term memory

X l̈i Input attribute TNN Transformer neural network

kW Kilowatts m/s Metres per second

W/m Watts per meter DHR Diffuse horizontal radiance

WRH Weather relative humidity GHR Global horizontal radiance
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Efficient PV power generation forecasting has a wide range of applications [6–8], for example
in PV energy storage systems [9,10], real-time charging of electric vehicles (EVs) [11], and planning
of future PV projects [12,13]. Regarding energy storage systems, PVP forecasting is used to improve
PV grid operations by precisely estimating future energy demand, carrying out management, and
issuing real-time alerts to the departments concerned if required by the storage system [14]. EVs rely on
efficient forecasting for effective scheduling of charging to avoid energy shortages. In addition, power
management departments around the globe are now planning to launch further projects involving
PV plant installation [15,16]; however, these are facing numerous challenges including the nonlinear,
complex relationships between PVP generation and weather-related conditions due to global warming.
It is therefore highly desirable to find an artificial intelligence (AI)-based model which can efficiently
extract more discriminative patterns to overcome the performance, and complexity and can improve
the energy supplier system to meet consumer demand.

Recent developments in AI-assisted techniques such as deep learning (DL) and other hybrid
models have high learning potential when applied to data with complex and nonlinear associations
[17–20]. Several researchers have made contributions by utilizing DL techniques for PV power
forecasting [21]. For instance, Wang et al. [22] introduced a hybrid model that combined two different
DL modules, in which spatial and temporal features were extracted from meteorological data with
the assistance of a CNN and long short-term memory (LSTM). To further improve the performance
of PV power forecasting, another hybrid technique developed in [23] combined bi-directional LSTM
(Bi-LSTM) with a genetic algorithm (GA) and achieved satisfactory prediction performance. A hybrid
mechanism was later developed by Abdel-Basset et al. [24] in which a CNN was incorporated with a
gated recurrent unit (GRU) module to extract more discriminative and robust features from the input
attributes to minimize the error. Transformer-based models have also been used for various purposes;
in the energy domain, these include the model in [25], which was used for multi-energy load forecasting
and achieved high efficiency. However, mainstream PV power forecasting techniques are still unable
to achieve high levels of efficiency and accuracy.

There are several challenges to achieving accurate, efficient PVP forecasting and modeling.
These motivated the contributions of this study. They include the high variability of solar power
output due to changing weather conditions, the difficulty of accurately modeling the nonlinear and
non-stationary features of PV power generation, and problems with uncertainty quantification in
forecasting and inaccuracies in the input data, such as the need for manual calculation of solar
irradiance and temperature, which lead to poor forecasting performance. To tackle these problems,
sequential network-based PV power forecasting techniques based on a recurrent neural network
(RNN), LSTM, or GRU has been applied, although additional flaws and limitations have arisen.
For instance, sequential networks are subject to the vanishing gradient problem during sequence
processing. Even an LSTM model tries to avoid the vanishing gradient problem using forget and
memory gates but fails. Although RNN-based models are good at finding a particular type of distinct
correlation that matches their sequential structure however, they ignore associations that do not
correspond to this structure. In addition, the intrinsic sequence processing behavior of these models
forms a significant obstacle to the parallelization of the training and inference of a model in terms of
processing sequential data. Hence, these types of conventional methods are unable to extract various
types of relationships that are not only highly dependent on near time stamps but also on the far
previous and upcoming samples in the full sequence of data.

To overcome these problems, there is a need for a network that can resolve various problems
specifically related to sequential modeling. Researchers have introduced several different approaches,
such as skip connection and attention-based methods for instance, a transformer neural network
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(TNN) model uses a spatial type of attention that focuses on the couplings between features without
considering or processing data in a sequential manner. This core ability of a TNN can overcomes
the limitations of sequential modeling by replacing it with an attention mechanism that can process
data in a parallel fashion. In addition, a TNN has an abstract architecture, strong correlations, lower
complexity, and more universal fitting abilities than conventional sequential DL models. Attention-
based models have achieved excellent performance in various domains [26] including natural language
processing [27], image processing [28], audio analysis [29], and computer vision [30,31]. Similarly,
they have been applied to time series data [32–35], including energy data; for instance in [25] used a
transformer-based model for multi-energy load forecasting and achieved high efficiency and accuracy.
Inspired by these advantages and keeping challenges in consideration in terms of accurate and efficient
PVP forecasting, this article proposes a transformer-based network, CT-NET. The network comprises
an encoder and decoder blocks. The encoder employs 1D CNN layers to extract spatial features,
followed by an MHA to focus attention on the coupling between the most influential features in
a sequence of data, resulting in high efficiency and accuracy. The decoder, comprising an MHA
and feed-forward dense layer, enables the most accurate and efficient short-term PVP forecasting by
considering only the meteorological data of the corresponding PV. Moreover, the proposed model
encoder can maintain sufficient nonlinear fitting to adapt to various situations and fluctuations. The
core contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• Existing PVP generation forecasting techniques are sensitive to weather features, resulting
incorrect predictions. To reduce the error rate and produce accurate future power generation
predictions, we propose an intelligent network CT-NET uses a CNN and a transformer model
for short-term solar power generation forecasting.

• Early researchers developed sequential learning models for PVP forecasting purposes that were
unable to utilize hardware efficiently due to their complex and sequential mathematical for-
mulation. Another important aspect is that the output sequence relies entirely on the previous
timestamp output during the learning procedure. To ensure optimal use of the hardware (at both
the training and prediction stages) for PVP forecasting, an attention-based model is proposed
that does not require sequential processing of input data for output generation. In addition,
such a model can easily be parallelized on multiple cores to speed up the process further and
take full advantage of state-of-the-art hardware.

• Recent contributions of researchers to power generation forecasting have focused on either
contextual or local features while extracting features from input sequences. In view of this, we
integrate a CNN with MHA layers that take into consideration both the local and the contextual
discriminative features in a short sequence of PVP data.

• To verify the performance of CT-NET, extensive empirical results are generated using various
strategies over PVP data from Eco-Kinetics. In addition, numerous weather analyses are
performed to analyze model performance and computational complexity (size and parameters).
The proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, in terms of lower error rates
based on the MSE (0.0471), RMSE (0.2167), and MAPE (0.6135). In addition, the final model
has the lowest number of parameters (0.0135 M), size (0.106 MB), and inference (2 ms/step).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a brief description of related work is provided in
Section 2, technical information about the proposed CT-NET is given in Section 3. Section 4 presents
comprehensive empirical results generated based on the Eco-Kinetics dataset. Finally, conclusion and
future research directions are specified in Section 5.
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2 Related Work

Substantial research efforts have been made toward efficient and accurate energy management
[36] and forecasting based on the categorization of prediction horizons into three types [37]: short,
medium, and long-term. Long-term forecasting refers to prediction over the month or year ahead,
and is beneficial for long-term management, future decision-making, and the reliable transmission,
generation, and distribution of energy to the local smart grid. Medium-term prediction looks forward
one week, and facilitates accurate decision-making over this duration, while short-term models
consider a range of up to one day or one hour ahead and can support the enhanced and reliable
operation of a power management system. PVP forecasting methods can be further narrowed down
in terms of the nature of the proposed techniques, based on a classification [38] into the three
subcategories of (a) physical, (b) statistical, and (c) AI-based approaches, as discussed below.

2.1 Physical Model-Based Approaches
PVP forecasting methods based on physical models do not require historical data or learnable

parameters, as they mainly use physical parameters and predicted weather conditions [6,38]. For
instance, in [39] proposed a short-term PV forecasting method for a regional energy distribution grid
without considering historical data, by utilizing medium-term forecasts of region-specific irradiance
from a European center. Similarly, Wolff et al. [40] developed a model that integrated various factors
such as cloud motion vectors and irradiance predictions. Their empirical results were compared with
a machine learning (ML) method called support vector regression (SVR), and comparable prediction
scores were obtained. Another comparative study exploring input parameters was conducted by
Mayer et al. [38], in which 16 PV plants were analyzed to predict short-term PVP based on nine physical
parameters. The authors concluded that irradiance transposition and separation were the two most
influential factors affecting PVP generation forecasts.

2.2 Statistical and Machine-Learning-Based Approaches
Unlike a physical model, a statistical forecasting model relies on high-quality historical data

and pure mathematical formulations to find patterns and correlations among the given input data
and output parameters, such as PV power forecasting from irradiance data [41]. Statistical methods
may be based on traditional or ML models, including regression methods (RMs) [42], autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) [41,43], extreme learning machine (ELM) [44], autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) [45], SVR and random forest regressor (RFR) [33]. Statistical models can
give more accurate performance than physical models, as they use historical data and learned weights
to forecast PVP [46]. The authors of [47] developed a method based on a combination of ANN and
analog ensemble (AnEn) models, in which ANN and AnEn were used both individually and together
for PVP forecasting from weather conditions for solar power plants in Italy. The results showed that a
combination of ANN and AnEn outperformed both single models. However, these authors evaluated
their technique on synthetic data, which is not considered a good approach. The methods discussed
above have several limitations; for example, they are unable to extract meaningful deep features since
most of them process direct numerical data rather than carrying out end-to-end feature extraction and
predict output values by computing pattern similarities.

2.3 Deep Learning Approaches
Several researchers have applied DL techniques for PVP forecasting; for instance, intending to

improve the performance of PVP forecasting, a hybrid technique was developed by Zhen et al. [23]
Most studies have used traditional sequential models such as LSTM or Bi-LSTM to extract patterns
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from a sequence of dependent features and to predict PVP, with satisfactory results. For instance, in
[22], the authors presented a network based on a combination of LSTM and CNN, in which the CNN
module was used to learn temporal patterns and LSTM to extract temporal features. It was shown
that the forecasting accuracy of their hybrid model was better than that of a single model. Similarly,
Zhen et al. [23] developed a hybrid network consisting of Bi-LSTM followed by a GA that achieved
a low error rate. Another novel network called PV-Net was developed by Abdel-Basset et al. [24] for
short-term PVP forecasting, in which GRU was used to extract sequential patterns from the input
data, and these authors reported convincing accuracy. Recently, popular generation models called
generative adversarial networks (GANs) have been developed and used to tackle the problem of sample
shortage in data. GANs apply a generation and discrimination strategy via self-learning to generate
new patterns that are similar to those in the data sample and have the same characteristics [48]. GANs
have also been used by researchers to predict PVP; for instance, Wei et al. [49] used a variant of a GAN
to learn local and temporal features from input data for PVP generation forecasting, and their network
showed improved efficiency for power management systems. For higher performance, Wang et al. [48]
designed a climatic condition classification model based on a GAN and a CNN, and the performance
of the proposed model indicated that it could generate new data samples by observing only the initial
samples. In [50], the authors proposed a cascade DL framework for day-ahead PVP forecasting. They
combined both numerical weather observations and numerical weather prediction modules into one
method, which was called cascaded multi-fidelity DL (CMF-DL). Their method consisted of two
DL models, CMF-LSTM and CMF-GRU and achieved convincing performance compared to basic
LSTM or GRU models. However, this approach is resource-hungry and computationally expensive,
making it unable to provide a response in real time for real-world grids.

Existing approaches have many limitations: physical models are unable to deal with dynamic
conditions, while statistical and machine learning models mostly rely on the use of hand-crafted
features and cannot extract robust patterns from real scenarios. In addition, DL models such as
advanced GANs also have disadvantages, such as their high computational complexity and the
huge amounts of data needed to train them to produce accurate data samples [51]. Hence, these
models are not recommended for use in critical conditions, for instance in energy management for
residential and industrial areas. In addition, GANs are not able to learn sequential patterns, making it
necessary to attach a sequential model such as LSTM, RNN, or GRU to learn sequential patterns [52].
However, these sequential models follow a complex sequential mathematical formulation, meaning
that sequential vanishing and gradient problems occur frequently. These types of models are also
unable to carry out parallel processing due to their inherited sequential formulations.

These drawbacks have been overcome by the introducing of different approaches such as skip
connection and attention-based methods. Recently, transformer models have yielded excellent perfor-
mance [26] in various AI domains such as natural language processing [27], image processing [28],
audio analysis [29], computer vision [30,31], and time series data [32–35]. These TNN models use a
spatial type of attention that focuses on certain features without the need to consider or process data
in sequence [53]. The nature of a TNN overcomes the limitations of the sequential model by replacing
it with an attention mechanism that can process data in a parallel fashion. A TNN, therefore, has a
comparatively abstract architecture, strong correlations, less complexity, and greater generalisability
than other DL models such as LSTM and RNNs and has the potential to achieve efficient and accurate
results for PV power forecasting.
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3 Proposed Novel Convolutional Transformer-Based Method

Efficient and accurate PV power prediction is a challenging task for smart grids. A variety of meth-
ods exist in the literature for the management of power forecasting problems through conventional ML
and modern DL techniques. ML methods such as SVR and RFR are unable to extract complex hidden
features among the input sequence as they rely on handcrafted or direct numerical features. DL models
such as sequential models are computationally expensive, and their performance is affected by memory
loss and vanishing gradient problems arising from their internal complex mathematical formulations.
In contrast, a convolutional TNN-based architecture has a strong ability to extract deep features via a
learning-based feature extraction using a CNN and then feeds these to the attention module to learn
the attention-based coupling among the extracted features. The proposed method can learn the hidden
relationships in the input sequence in parallel, without the need to process the data sequentially, which
makes the entire model efficient in terms of processing. The structure of CT-NET is presented in Fig. 1,
and the details of each module are explained in the following sections.

3.1 Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing
In this subsection, the data acquisition and pre-processing steps are briefly explained. PV power

has a strong direct relationship with weather conditions such as temperature, wind speed, and strength
of irradiance. In this work, we consider power generation data collected from a PV system called
DKASC in Alice Springs, Australia. More details about the attributes of the dataset are provided in
the results section. These data are passed through certain stages, including attribute refinement and
selection, to enable smooth training of the proposed network based on only those weather attributes
which have a direct or inverse relation to some extent with PVP. Although the actual data have many
attributes, in this study we considered PVP, wind speed, weather temperature, weather relative humidity
(WRH), global horizontal radiation (GHR), and DHR, among others. After measuring different types
of linear (Pearson’s) and monotonic (Kendall’s) correlation coefficients, two standard methods were
used to find an accurate relationship between the input and output variables. Pearson and Kendall’s
coefficients were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, where Pr, xi, x̂, ti, and t̂ denote the
Pearson correlation coefficient, the x variables and their mean, and the values and average of the t
variable, respectively. In Eq. (2) τr, CK and DK represent Kendall’s tau coefficient and the disconcordant
rank between the input variables. Both correlation methods (Pearson and Kendall’s) give values in
the range [1, −1], where one indicates a strong positive correlation, −1 indicates a strong negative
correlation, and zero means no relationship.

Values between one and −1 represent some correlation between the input variables and the
ultimate output variable. To improve the selection of input attributes, we calculate the average of
both correlation coefficients and select the ranges [0.35, 1] for positive and [−1, −0.35] for inverse
relationships. The refined input attributes and their correlations based on these criteria are given in
Table 2.

Pr

∑ (
xi − x̂

) (
ti − t̂

)
√∑ (

xi − x̂
)2 ∑ (

ti − t̂
)2

(1)

τr = (CK − DK)

CK + DK

(2)
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Figure 1: Structure of the proposed CT-NET is composed of three modules: (i) data preparation
including data acquisition, pre-processing, and splitting; (ii) model learning based on an encoder and
decoder; (iii) evaluation of testing data
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Table 2: Average values of Pearson and Kendall’s correlation coefficients among input and output
attributes

Pearson

PV power Wind speed Weather temperature WRH GHR DHR

PV power

1.0000 0.6060 0.4332 −0.4419 0.9769 0.5357

Kendall’s

1.0000 0.4046 0.2572 −0.2708 0.6984 0.5645

Average

1.0000 0.5053 0.3452 −0.35635 0.83765 0.5501

The selected attributes are then forwarded to another pre-processing step to address the problem
of missing values. As it is well-known that no power is generated by PV panels at night, zero values
should be recorded during this period, and these are therefore filled with zeros. The problem of missing
values during the day is tackled using a moving average technique. Furthermore, to avoid the huge
differences between recorded values that occur due to uncertain weather, a standardization method
is applied. In this study, the standard scalar approach is used, as shown in Eq. (3), where t represents
an input attribute, and m and σ denote the average value and standard deviation of this attribute,
respectively. The original and refined data for several input attributes are shown in Fig. 2.

St = t − m
σ

(3)

Furthermore, to facilitate the training and evaluation schemes, the acquired data are pre-processed
to create features and labels for the supervised training of the model. This is done by splitting the data
into chunks of 12 consecutive records, each representing a one-hour duration with data sampled at
5 min intervals. The label for each one-hour chunk of data is the value of the PVP for the next hour.
The data are then split using a 50:50 ratio for training and testing purposes. The model is trained
by providing it pre-processed data containing sequences where each sequence is one hour long. The
performance of the model is then evaluated on the testing data using the same method. Additional
details of the training and evaluation steps can be found in the results section.

3.2 CT-NET Architecture
In this subsection, we discuss the technical details of the two most significant components that play

a key role in power generation forecasting. In the literature, researchers have used various sequential
models (RNN, LSTM, and GRU) and conventional models for time series data prediction. An RNN
has certain problems, as it uses an internal inherited mathematical sequential formulation where a time
stamp waits for the output of the previous time stamp before further processing is started. This type
of model is unable to carry out parallel processing and cannot exploit the full potential of powerful
modern GPUs. In addition, a sequential learning model has memory loss and is subject to vanishing
and exploding gradient problems. Sequential and CNN-based models are also unable to extract global
and local attention from input values simultaneously. In this study, we propose CT-NET, a variant of
the standard transformer with multiple stacked encoder layers that includes a CNN module. This CNN
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sub-module is used to extract local features, while MHA is applied to find global attention features.
The MHA-based encoder and decoder are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Graphs of original and subsequent standardized attribute values: (a), (c), (e) show original
data, (b), (d), (f) show standardized graphs for PV power, wind speed, and diffused horizontal
attributes, respectively, for one day (data sampled at 5-min intervals)

Figure 3: Structure of the encoder, based on an integrated version of CNN and a multi-head attention
module
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3.2.1 CNN-MHA-Based Encoder

The encoder module intelligently encodes the input meteorological attributes discussed in the
data acquisition and pre-processing subsection. As shown in Fig. 1, the encoder includes multiple
CNN-MHA blocks, each of which contains identical modules including CNN layers, MHA, skip
connections, normalization, and feedforward layers. The mechanism of operation of a CNN with an
MHA layer is shown in Fig. 3, where three consecutive one-dimensional convolutional neural networks
(1DCNN) layers are combined to extract deep spatial features. Finally, a projection of 1DCNN layers
is utilized with 12 filters, each with a size of (1 × 1), to combine the output from all the previous
CNN layers and forward it to the next MHA layer. MHA uses attention mechanisms in an attempt
to replicate the human approach to understanding a scenario; for example, in a real-world scenario,
a human who is observing a scene for the first time looks at the whole scene, and the meaning of the
details is not clear. After a moment, according to his/her interest, the focus is diverted to the object that
is considered the point with the highest interest compared to the background scene. A similar concept
is used in attention mechanisms that learn from the dominant patterns among input attributes during
the training process. Additive and dot-product (DP) attention methods are widely used in various
domains and give excellent performance. Hence, in this research, we use DP attention due to its high
computational speed and efficient resource utilization. As shown in Eqs. (4) and (5), the DP attention-
based function can be mathematically formulated as a function involving a query (Q), key (K), and
values (V), where the Att function tries to map the query to a pair of key-values as an output.⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Q = �qSi

K = �kSi

V = �VSi

(4)

Att (Q, K, V) = Softmax
(

QKtrans

√
dk

)
V (5)

where Q, K, and V represent a query, the key value in a matrix obtained from the product of the weights
(�q, �k, and �V), and the input received from the CNN module, as shown in Fig. 3. We used MHA
instead of simple attention, which is identical to the self-attention module in Eq. (5). It has a strong
ability to extract complex couplings due to the use of multiple heads, each of which calls attention to
various types of associations between the input and output of the model. The mathematical expressions
used in the MHA mechanism are given in Eqs. (6) and (7). The weighted query, key, and value of each
attention head concatenate in a single matrix of multiple heads (MultiH) and consider the output of
it as the attention final attention.

Hi = Att
(
Q�

Q
i , K�

Q
i , V�V

i

)
�o (6)

MultiH (Q, K, V) = Concat (H1, H2, . . . , Hn) (7)

Fig. 4 shows that the encoder module consists of many skip connections and normalization layers.
The skip connection layer is used to avoid the vanishing gradient problem via simple mathematical
addition of the actual input values of sequence attributes with the output matrix from the MHA.
Normalization is applied to scale the residual output to avoid fluctuations in the learning process.
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Figure 4: Structure of the proposed encoder and decoder modules

The mathematical formulae applied in the normalization layers are shown in Eqs. (8) and (9),
where Mi and Vr denote the mean and variance of sample Xi. Each sample is then converted to a mean
of one and a variance of zero by using Eq. (10), where the epsilon term ε is used to avoid the zero
denominator condition.

Mi = 1
N

N∑
i=1

Xi, N (8)

Vr2 = 1
N

N∑
i=1

(Xi, N − Mi)
2 (9)

Finally, the normalized version of the output L
(
Ẍi

)
from the model is shown in Eq. (11), where

each normalized sample Ẍi has a learnable parameter � and a bias b.

Ẍi = Xi − Mi√
Vr2 + ε

(10)

L
(
Ẍi

) = �Ẍi + b (11)

3.2.2 MHA-Based Decoder

The decoder module of the proposed CT-NET also consists of multiple components, as shown in
Fig. 1. It includes the MHA layer, as briefly described in the encoder section, except that in this case,
the encoded features are given as input instead of the original input attributes. So, the encoder’s last
layer CNN-projection becomes Q, K, and V for the decoder. Following this, global average pooling
(GAP) is applied to calculate the average of all the concatenated heads of the MHA layer and to create a
vector to pass to the feedforward dense (FFD) layers for final forecasting. In the decoder, three FFD
layers are used, which are input, output, and hidden layers. The decoding module does not use the
concept of natural language processing for decoding, but instantly predicts a full sequence of values
for one hour, with a five-minute time resolution. A factorial representation of the decoder is shown in
Fig. 4, and the details of the layers and hyperparameters of the model are given in Table 3.

Table 3: Technical details of the proposed CT-NET

Hyperparameter Value

Number of attention heads 12
Head size for the encoder and decoder 4

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Hyperparameter Value

Encoder decoder dropout 0.2
No. of CNN layers in the encoder 3
Number of FFD layers in the decoder 3
Units in the first and second FFD layers 32,64
FFD dropout 0.3

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we briefly discuss the implementation details and the system configuration and
present a comprehensive set of empirical results. For ease of understanding, this section is divided into
four subsections covering the experimental settings, the data exploration stage, the evaluation metrics
used, and the ablation studies. The performance of the proposed CT-NET model is evaluated from
several perspectives and is compared with recent state-of-the-art models. Finally, a computational
complexity analysis is conducted based on various hybrid models.

4.1 Implementation Setup
All of the experiments were carried out on a computer with the Windows operating system,

equipped with a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU, an Intel(R) Core(TM) i9–900KFCPU, and 64 GB onboard
memory. The model was developed in Python (version 3.7.13) and the TensorFlow-GPU (2.1.0) with
the front end of the Keras-GPU (2.3.1) library. To select optimal values for the hyperparameters,
extensive experiments were conducted, and we finally set the learning rate to 0.0001, the batch size
to 128, and the epochs for training to 100.

4.2 Description of the Dataset
To evaluate the proposed CT-NET model, we used a publicly available actual PV power generation

dataset, which was collected by the authors of [54] from an Australian PV system called DKASC in
Alice Springs. The data were sampled at an interval of 5 min, between 2010 and 2017, from a PV
system made by Eco-Kinetics with a capacity of 26.5 kW. The technical details of the system are given
in Table 4, and the attributes of the data are summarised in Table 5. The actual dataset has various
problems, including inaccurate and missing values recording, and we, therefore, selected data from
two years that were relatively complete and included all four seasons (winter, spring, summer, and
autumn). For training, we used data covering a total duration of one year (1st June 2014 to 31st May
2015), while for testing, we used data from the following year (1st June 2015 to 12th June 2016). The
results of a statistical analysis of the selected data are provided in Table 6.

Table 4: Technical details of the PV system

Technical characteristic Value

Maker Eco-kinetics
Array speed 26.52 kW

(Continued)
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Table 4 (continued)

Technical characteristic Value

Technology Mono-Si
Form of array Dual-axis
Panel rating 170 W
No. of panels 156
Type ECOKES 170 M
Array area 199.16 m2

Tracker ADES 5F-27 M
Inverter (size and type) 2 X Fronius Symo 15 M X2
Tilt and azimuth Tilt = 20’; azimuth = 0’

Table 5: Attributes of the dataset

Attribute Description

PV power The output power of the PV system (0 to 18.56 kW).
Wind speed Speed of the wind in m/s (0.29 to 43.78)
Weather temperature The temperature in degrees Celsius (−3.085 to 44.19)
Weather relative humidity Humidity in % (3.12 to 101.88)
Global horizontal radiation (GHR) GHR in w/m2 (1.139 to 1390.94)
Diffuse horizontal radiation (DHR) DHR in w/m2 (0.318 to 718.65)

Table 6: Detailed statistical analysis of the dataset

Attribute Mean Std Min Max

PV power 3.940 5.280 0 18.562
Wind speed 2.284 1.389 0.298 43.78
Weather temperature 20.942 9.875 −3.085 44.194
Weather relative humidity 36.672 23.138 3.125 101.889
Global horizontal radiation 264.436 359.471 1.139 1390.946
Diffuse horizontal radiation 54.008 90.110 0.318 718.653

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
The proposed CT-NET model was evaluated based on various error metrics that are commonly

used for forecasting-related tasks [36], such as the MSE in Eq. (12), MAE in Eq. (13), MBE in Eq. (14),
RMSE in Eq. (15), and MAPE in Eq. (16). The MSE, MAE, and RMSE represent the difference
between the predicted and actual values, while the MAPE and MBE represent the percentage of false
predictions and the direction of the deviation of the predicted graph as compared with the actual graph.
In Eqs. (12) to (16), Ts stands for the total number of samples, and Ai and Fi denote the actual and
predicted samples, respectively. The error calculated for each sample is denoted by i in all formulas.
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MSE = 1
Ts

Ts∑
i=1

(Ai − Fi)
2 (12)

MAE = 1
Ts

Ts∑
i=1

|Ai − Fi| (13)

MBE = 1
Ts

Ts∑
i=1

(Fi − Ai) (14)

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

Ts

Ts∑
i=1

(Ai − Fi)
2 (15)

MAPE = 1
Ts

Ts∑
i=1

|Ai − Fi|
Ai

X 100 (16)

4.4 Results and Discussion
In this section, we discuss the experimental results and carry out a comparative analysis by

considering baseline models and state-of-the-art methods from various perspectives. Finally, an
analysis of the computational complexity of the models is conducted to estimate the feasibility of
using the proposed model in a real grid.

Ablation Study

To create an ultimately robust model, a study of the model was performed in which various
combinations of encoder blocks, attention heads, and convolution layers were analyzed as shown
in Table 7. It can be observed that increasing the number of the encoder and convolutional layers
had a direct, positive impact on the ultimate performance of CT-NET. After conducting extensive
experiments, we selected three encoder blocks for the model architecture, followed by four attention
heads and three convolutional layers. This arrangement gave the lowest RMSE (0.2035) of all the
attempts.

Table 7: Empirical results from the proposed architecture on the base of a numbers of encoder blocks
(EB), MHA and CNN layers

Exp # # EB # MHA # CNN layers MSE MAE MBE MAPE RMSE

1 1 1 – 0.0926 0.1584 −0.0351 1.618 0.3043
2 1 2 – 0.0910 0.1665 −0.0091 1.7362 0.3016
3 2 2 – 0.0835 0.1474 −0.0321 1.6248 0.2890
4 1 1 1 0.0658 0.1255 −0.0089 1.1969 0.2565
5 1 2 1 0.0614 0.1174 −0.0143 1.2230 0.2479
6 2 2 1 0.0580 0.1166 −0.0195 1.1719 0.2408
7 2 2 2 0.0554 0.1093 −0.0142 0.9720 0.2355
8 2 3 3 0.0528 0.1079 −0.0265 0.7915 0.2299
9 3 4 3 0.0414 0.0986 −0.0107 0.8584 0.2035
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For further evaluation of the proposed CT-NET model, a comparative study with baseline models
has been conducted that included variations of sequential models with the addition of CNN encoders
to explore their effects on the sequential models. For this study, we considered three sequential models:
RNN, GRU, and LSTM. The performance of each model in terms of errors is shown in Table 8, and
we can see that CT-NET achieved the highest performance in terms of the lowest RMSE (0.2035),
MAPE (0.8584), MAE (0.0986), and MSE (0.0414). For better understanding, the performance of the
proposed model is compared to each of the other models in terms of %RMSE, as shown in the last
column of Table 8. These results show that the proposed model outperformed the other models on the
testing dataset. The CNN-RNN had the highest error score, which may be due to memory loss and
other factors such as vanishing and exploding gradient problems. The key aspect that is responsible for
the satisfactory results from the proposed model is the integration of CNN with attention mechanisms
that avoid the vanishing gradient problem through the use of skip connections in the architecture.

Table 8: Performance of CT-NET and other baseline models in terms of various error metrics (the last
column shows the % improvement achieved by our model compared to baselines)

Model MSE MAE MBE MAPE RMSE Percentage improvement in
RMSE (%)

CNN-RNN 0.1001 0.1899 −0.0349 0.9490 0.3164 11.29
CNN-GRU 2.4289 1.3039 0.2996 3.0372 1.5585 135.5
CNN-LSTM 0.0913 0.1676 −0.0294 0.9463 0.3021 9.86
Proposed 0.0414 0.0986 −0.0107 0.8584 0.2035 –

The real-time performance of these models on the testing data is shown in Fig. 5. We can see that
the proposed model achieved greater stability both during the day and at night, and the lowest rates
of error between the actual values and the model predictions. The other models are both less stable
and less accurate. Furthermore, we know that the power generated at night is zero, but these models
still predict values other than zero (mostly between zero and one). The basic reason for this is that the
actual data used for training contain some exceedingly small values for PVP, and the reason for this
is not disclosed by the providers. The weights of the final models are influenced by these values, and
hence all of the models predict some non-zero values. However, the proposed model is still more stable
and accurate than the alternative models.

To carry out a further evaluation, we assessed the performance of the trained models on test data
representing different seasons, to explore the effects of seasonal variations on the proposed CT-NET.
For this evaluation, we considered a further state-of-the-art model called WPD-LSTM in addition
to the other baseline models mentioned above. The results for the errors for the various seasons are
given in Table 9, and it can be observed that the proposed model gave a better average performance
in terms of RMSE, MAPE, MSE, and MAE. A value of 0.2167 was achieved for the RMSE, almost
0.023 lower than the next-best model. The proposed model also gave an average value of 0.6135 for
the MAPE, which was better than the other state-of-the-art approaches. We can conclude that the
proposed model is the best choice for accurate and stable PVP predictions. We also considered data
from days with different weather conditions and plotted the results from the model in comparison to
the actual values and the results from the other baseline models.
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Figure 5: Actual and predicted values for PV power for day and night operation, from an evaluation
of the CNN-RNN, CNN-LSTM, and CNN-GRU models and the proposed CT-NET on the test data

Table 9: Performance of the CT-NET model and alternative schemes on data with seasonal variation

Season Error CNN−RNN CNN−GRU CNN−LSTM WPD−LSTM [36] CT−NET

Winter

MSE 2.0974 0.0592 2.2619 − 0.0465
MAE 1.1655 0.1331 1.2546 − 0.1063
MBE −0.1729 0.0023 −0.1092 0.0396 −0.0257
MAPE 2.2337 0.6809 3.3855 1.8681 0.5208
RMSE 1.4482 0.2433 1.5039 0.1526 0.2158

(Continued)
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Table 9 (continued)

Season Error CNN−RNN CNN−GRU CNN−LSTM WPD−LSTM [36] CT−NET

Spring

MSE 2.3673 0.0415 2.4427 − 0.0390
MAE 1.3047 0.1089 1.3272 − 0.1223
MBE −0.0924 −0.0009 −0.0887 0.0809 0.0120
MAPE 3.0699 0.6919 3.2032 2.2660 0.8755
RMSE 1.5386 0.2038 1.5629 0.2454 0.1976

Summer

MSE 2.2678 0.1602 1.8767 − 0.0565
MAE 1.2490 0.1615 1.0707 − 0.1148
MBE −0.1315 −0.0019 −0.3332 −0.04336 −0.0267
MAPE 3.5820 1.2563 3.4799 2.8885 0.5370
RMSE 1.5059 0.4002 1.3699 0.2705 0.2379

Autumn

MSE 2.1637 0.0964 1.7202 − 0.0465
MAE 1.2135 0.1299 0.9871 − 0.1063
MBE −0.1314 −0.0303 −0.3851 −0.0436 −0.0257
MAPE 3.0869 0.6060 1.9914 2.6219 0.5208
RMSE 1.4709 0.3106 1.3115 0.2221 0.2158

Average

MSE 2.2240 0.0893 2.075375 − 0.0471
MAE 1.2331 0.1333 1.1599 − 0.1124
MBE −0.1320 −0.0077 −0.2290 0.0067 −0.0165
MAPE 2.9931 0.8087 3.015 2.4002 0.6135
RMSE 1.4909 0.2894 1.4370 0.2357 0.2167

The overall results for these weather conditions are presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the
proposed model achieves stable, accurate results under all conditions, including rainy, cloudy, and
sunny days.

4.5 Model Complexity Analysis
To explore the feasibility of deploying the proposed CT-NET model on edge devices, we analyzed

our model from three perspectives: the size of the model, which is directly linked to the memory
required on the host hardware; the number of parameters, which reflects the processing power required
to make a prediction; and the training and prediction (inference) time, which provides insight into the
processing potential of a model on certain hardware [55]. Fig. 7 shows the results of a complexity
analysis of the proposed model and the alternatives. It can be observed that the CNN-LSTM model
achieved the poorest performance, with the highest model size (7.98 MB), the highest number of
parameters (0.6936 M), and long training, inference, and prediction times. In contrast, the proposed
model achieved the lowest size of only 0.106 MB, contained up to 0.0135 M parameters, and had short
training (2 s/epoch) and inference or prediction times (2 m/s). This analysis showed that our model
is lightweight and more efficient than the other models. In addition, currently available resource-
constrained devices such as the Raspberry Pi 4 and Jetson Nano can support up to 8 GB of memory
and have enough processing speed to efficiently operate our proposed model [56] due to its low
complexity.
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Figure 6: Performance of CT-NET under various weather conditions: (a) and (c) sunny days;
(b) partially cloudy days; (d) rainy days

Figure 7: Results of a complexity analysis of the proposed CT-NET model and other baseline models:
(a) size; (b) parameters; (c) inference time; (d) training time
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we have proposed an efficient, accurate short-term PVP forecasting network based
on the introduction of a novel convolutional transformer model. Our network mainly consists of
a CNN-MHA-based encoder and an MHA-based decoder. The CNN module in the encoder is
used to extract spatial features, while the MHA layer is used to extract contextual features from the
input sequence. The decoder accepts the encoded output from the encoder and makes forecasts one
hour ahead. Extensive experiments were performed, and the performance of model was compared
with other state-of-the-art architectures; it was found that the proposed model outperformed the
alternatives, with lower errors and better accuracy. Finally, a latency analysis of the model was
conducted to assess its feasibility for deployment on the edge, and the proposed model was found
to be both lightweight and efficient.

The current approach is suitable only for short-term forecasting and cannot be used for medium-
and long-term predictions. To make it able for the use of medium- and long-term PVP forecasting, it
would be necessary to train and fine-tune the model on large PV datasets. The performance could be
further improved by using the proposed model in an ensemble manner to consider various levels of
features and fuse the results at the end to create the final prediction. We did not evaluate the proposed
model for use in real-world situations involving edge computing. In future, we will investigate the
possibility of moving the proposed model to edge devices such as microcontrollers or Jetson Nanos
for deployment in smart grids.
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